Tell good news

President challenges TV networks

LOS ANGELES (AP) — President Reagan challenged television yesterday to dwell for a week on good news, namely "the magnitude of voluntary activity in the nation. But the networks refused to bite on what CB anchor Dan Rather called a discredited plea "to try to convince the public that problems are not problems."

In a speech prepared for a U.S. Olympic Committee luncheon, the president suggested that television news shows set aside April 17-23 "as 'National Volunteer Week,' to test the theory that 'good news isn't good for the ratings.'"

"If the ratings go down, we can go back to bad news," Reagan said.

Reagan asserted that Americans were unaware of "the magnitude of voluntary activity going on in this country" because of television's "passing" for the sagging economy.

"The Olympic effort has the support of people like (ABC 'sportscaster) Jim McKay, (ABC News President) Roone Arledge and, yes, (ABC sportscaster) Howard Cosell," Reagan said. ABC will broadcast the 1984 Summer Olympic Games in Los Angeles.

"Now I realize," Reagan's prepared text continued, "that there is a theory that good news isn't good for the ratings, but I only wish Dan Rather (of CBS), Tom Brokaw (of NBC) and Ted Koppel (of ABC) and others in the media would focus a bit more on some of the truly admirable things being done by the American people."

Before Reagan actually spoke, press secretary Larry Speakes said the president decided to delete the names of the anchors in his delivery because "he didn't think it was appropriate."

Class officer elections

Romano, Hockett, Broussard win

BY KEVIN BINGER

Tricia Romano became the first female senior class president in yesterday's runoff balloting for class officers at the ACC. Ranked second in the first election Tuesday, Romano won her victory in the runoff by a margin of 52.4 percent to 47.6 percent over debate opponent Debra Hockett, who placed first in the first election.

That decision was made after advance news accounts of the speech had drawn crowds from all three major commercial networks. He noted Rather already had responded to the president and remarked, "Dan is all in the air about this."

Rather, in New York, called Reagan's proposal "a very old and I would have thought discredited technique, which has been used by presidents of both parties to try to convince the public that problems are not problems, that the people who call attention to the problems are the problems.

"With respect, for I have respect for all presidents, I think the public is smarter than that. There is a lot of good news on television, but politicians are always trying to sell the idea that the only coverage that is fair is coverage that is favorable."

Paul Greenberg, executive producer of the NBC Nightly News, said, "We get from this every administration."

"We led last night with Barney Clark. That's bad news. We had a story on the upsides in the economy. That's bad news. The pope was bad news!"

"What is he talking about? Should we talk about EPA where his people have messed things up?" asked Greenberg.

Jeff Gralnick, the executive producer of ABC's World News Tonight, said, "We have been jawboned by presidents before, and we will be jawboned by presidents again, but it hasn't caused us to do anything different than what we have to do, report the news. We will look at that week as we do all others, and report what we deem is news.

In his speech, Reagan, who complained publicly about the "network evening blues" last October, issued this challenge:

"April 17 through April 23 is National Volunteer Week. At least during that week, America's heroic private sector's efforts should be given the attention they deserve. Then, if the ratings go down, they can go back to bad news."

That is, he added, "there isn't any shortage of good stories."

"Whatever we do, help us do more, by supporting a second-phrase program that restores confidence to those still facing economic tragedy," House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. said.

"With 11 million people out of work and two million people without homes, we need to enact this bill and we need to act quickly."

Abandoned railroad line

Bicycle and Jogging path proposed

BY GRETCHEN PICHLER News Staff

T he abandoned railroad line near downtown Battle Creek may be paved over and converted into a bicycle and jogging path if the proposal supported by the South Bend City Council. The paved path would enable students to travel safely on a well lit and accessible route to downtown South Bend and the city campus. The plan was supported by 10 of the 12 members, as well as from the student body, the Notre Dame Tail Kingston Club (Photo by Larry Petro).

WASHINGTON (AP) — The House passed 542-89 yesterday a $4.9 billion package of recession relief designed to provide temporary employment for nearly one million people as well as food and shelter for the homeless.

The bill was attached to $5 billion in food stamps to assure continued payment of unemployment benefits. Together, these provisions constitute the first major anti-recession initiative of the 99th Congress that took office two months ago.

Final passage came after the House adopted a last minute proposal requiring that most of the job funds go to areas with high unemployment.

The vote on that provision was 558-85. The Senate is expected to approve its own, slightly less expensive legislation next week. President Reagan, after abandoning earlier opposition to such a jobs bill, has signaled he will probably sign the measure when it reaches his desk.

"I hope that the president will help us do more, by supporting a second-phase program that restores confidence to those still facing economic tragedy," House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. said. The House passage ended the measure after the vote. "I've got to take care of my family at the same time I have to be an Oympic kayak trainer."

"If you want to work for this, this is it," said Rep. Delbert Latta, R-Ohio.

"This bill is a tremendous feat at the public trough," agreed Rep Judy Grgis, R-N.H.

The current legislation is estimated to provide temporary jobs for almost one million people. The equivalent of 400,000 jobs on an annual basis will be created directly and indirectly, according to Democratic estimates.

The measure includes $4.25 billion in Community Development Block Grants to local units of government as well as $500 million in supplemental assistance such as food and shelter.

Most of the rest of the funds will go for public works projects such as the $200 million in water and sewer improvements, and flood control.

Before final approval, the House agreed on a voice vote to include a proposal by Rep. David Obey, D-Wis., for $200 million for health care programs.
News Briefs

By The Observer and The Associated Press

Monday is Mercy Day in the South Bend-Fort Wayne diocese. Father David Schilke, director of Notre Dame Campus Ministry, described the day as a "special opportunity for Catholics to seek out reconciliation with the Church." Priests will be available for the Sacrament of Reconciliation Monday at 7 p.m. at St. Patrick Church. Schilke noted that they will offer Penance Service on Tuesday, March 29, at 10 p.m at Sacred Heart. — The Observer

Neither heroes nor clowns, is the topic of Father John Fritzinger's talk Sunday night at 8 in the Library Lounge. Fritzinger, a son of a soon-to-be-released book on Notre Dame and received a PhD in sociology from Yale University. The workshop is sponsored by the Kellogg Institute and the Department of Sociology. — The Observer

Trans-national drug firms and the depen- dency problems created by the necessity for these firms to maintain a political presence in foreign countries will be the topic of a new Notre Dame-South Bend Area community forum by the In- ternational Institute on Alcohol and Drug Abuse. The first meeting will be held Thursday, March 9. — The Observer

Augusta Hall residents for the 1985-86 year who are interested in running for an elected position in the hall govern- ment should contact Monica Gogal at 501 before Wednesday, March 9. The available positions are secretary, treasurer, social com- munity and judicial commissioner. Elections for these offices will be March 24. — The Observer

Police found a fourth live bomb on the Las Vegas Strip yesterday and said they were facing a bomber who "probably has further intentions." The latest bomb was found in front of the Fab- rician Show Hall, a shopping center a block from where two bombs were found Monday. Members of the fire department bomb squad were called to the scene to remove the device to a safe area. At least one bomb was made at the Stardust hotel. Police Commander Jerry Cunningham described the latest bomb as "an explosive device" designed to go off by police while the package was identified and removed. The mall is a block from the Desert Inn and Frontier hotels, where two dynamic bombs were found Monday. A third bomb was found later that day at the Stardust hotel. Police Commander Jerry Cunningham described the latest bomb as "an explosive device" designed to go off by police while the package was identified and removed. The mall is a block from the Desert Inn and Frontier hotels, where two dynamic bombs were found Monday. A third bomb was found later that day at the Stardust hotel. Police Commander Jerry Cunningham described the latest bomb as "an explosive device" designed to go off by police while the package was identified and removed. The mall is a block from the Desert Inn and Frontier hotels, where two dynamic bombs were found Monday. A third bomb was found later that day at the Stardust hotel. Police Commander Jerry Cunningham described the latest bomb as "an explosive device" designed to go off by police while the package was identified and removed. The mall is a block from the Desert Inn and Frontier hotels, where two dynamic bombs were found Monday. A third bomb was found later that day at the Stardust hotel. Police Commander Jerry Cunningham described the latest bomb as "an explosive device" designed to go off by police while the package was identified and removed. The mall is a block from the Desert Inn and Frontier hotels, where two dynamic bombs were found Monday. A third bomb was found later that day at the Stardust hotel. Police Commander Jerry Cunningham described the latest bomb as "an explosive device" designed to go off by police while the package was identified and removed. The mall is a block from the Desert Inn and Frontier hotels, where two dynamic bombs were found Monday. A third bomb was found later that day at the Stardust hotel. Police Commander Jerry Cunningham described the latest bomb as "an explosive device" designed to go off by police while the package was identified and removed. The mall is a block from the Desert Inn and Frontier hotels, where two dynamic bombs were found Monday. A third bomb was found later that day at the Stardust hotel. — The Observer

President Reagan, underscoring his commitment to free trade, is calling on American businesses to "outplay, out- produce, and oust the pants off this nation's competitors." In remarks prepared for delivery to the Commonwealth Club today, Reagan asserted the international recession "is giving way to a rain- bow of recovery" and that the United States is "planning the best years of our lives." Reagan has further intentions, which he hasn't made known to us. We just don't know what we're dealing with." — AP

At least 1000 southeastern Indiana jail inmates have com- plained about not having since Jan. 8, but a jail physician says suicides are like other crimes, they can come in bunches for no ap- parent reason. "There are clusters, and the logical mind would say, 'Well, maybe the inmates know they're going to die,'" said Dr. Peter Evans, physician for the Vanderburgh County Jail. "For years you won't have any (jail suicides) and now apparently there seem to be three to be a lot. The pendulum swings back and forth." Evans said inmates may try to commit suicide because of the inmates' attempts, similar to recent corporal crimes involving drug tampering; "I feel," he said, "I have a smaller percentage of suicides than the general public because prisoners are more likely to get a new job, but I still want to work. Just last week two inmates attempted to hang themselves with their pants in the new Knox County Jail, Sheriff Fred Huffman said. — AP

Cloudy, breezy and warm today with a 90 percent chance of rain. High in the low to mid 60s. Cloudy and mild tonight with a 70 percent chance of rain tonight, low in the upper per 60s. Cloudy and mild tomorrow with a good chance of rain. High in the upper 50s to low 60s. — AP

The sidewalks poll and more

Mark Worscbeh
Assistant News Editor

The sidewalks poll and more

Did you ever wonder why sidewalks at Notre Dame never go anywhere? John Callahan, the freshman who performed the Andy Rooney imitation in the Keenan Revue, asked this question, and the audience roared with laughter. It seems true. When I need to go anywhere, there's just never a sidewalk that is going in my direction.

Most of the time, only a few extra steps will get me on the right path to my destination, be it O'Shaughnessy Hall or the library. But other times, the need for a sidewalk is a little more urgent. I wonder how the Maintenance Department can be oblivious to a four-foot-wide pathway filled with students and an illuminated financial sign.

Therefore, as a public service, O's or Neve or Experimental Hall has conducted the first comprehensive Most Needed Sidewalks Poll. Months of intensive research has gone into this study, and hallucinating has just been combined with the results. And now, drumroll please, the results. The top five Most Needed Sidewalks are:

**OSHAUGHNESSY TRAIL**
This is easily the most used off-road trail on campus. The ground is now so hard along this stretch that it doesn't get muddy when it rains.

**STUDENT UNION**
Students, professors, even visitors have been spotted using this trail, so traffic gets heavy on it during class changes that students are lined up and looking for a book bag to bookmark between the two buildings. Whoever designed this sidewalk can be supposed to serve this area (the student union is the library). Most people enter through the door.

**LEWIS NORTH QUAD TRAIL** — Pete Lewis found the sidewalks heading east from this hall, even though most Lewisites eat at the North Dining Hall. So in the tradition of Masselae Dance, these students are linened up in a line that looks like the trail that they are supposed to serve this area (the student union is the library). Most people enter through the door.

**LEWIS SOUTH QUAD TRAIL** — The Lewisites found the sidewalks heading west from this hall, even though most Lewisites eat at the North Dining Hall. So in the tradition of Masselae Dance, these students are linened up in a line that looks like the trail that they are supposed to serve this area (the student union is the library). Most people enter through the door.

**THE ACC-CAMPUS TRAIL** — This has got to be the strangest trail. A diagonal path approaches the quad from the west, then a sharp left turn leads to the parking lot. The path is designed to highlight Reagan's dedication to free trade and to point the way to off-campus and more Everywhere ends up happy. How many times have you read the phrase "For your convenience, we have installed..." and thought that little plaque on the hand dryers in the bathrooms. Frankly, there is nothing else to do while dry your hands, so it would be the ideal place to put some government to past information. It also has a little more class than putting up signs in the stalls, as has been done before.

The views expressed in the inside columns are the opinions of their author and do not necessarily express the views of The Observer, its staff or its sponsors.

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 9, 1983 8 pm
MORRIS CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TICKETS $5.50 & $6.50
AT SU BOX OFFICE
Free Bus Rides!
Leave Main circle at 7:15.
Return after concert
AFTERWARDS BRING YOUR TICKET STUBS TO RAPFERTY'S FOR DINNER SPECIALS 21 LOT REQUIRED

Mark Worscbeh
Assistant News Editor

Inside Friday
Economic imbalance causes hunger problem

By HELEN LUCATIS
News Staff

The world's hunger problem is a result of the imbalance of the world's economy and not because of the lack of food, says a Catholic nun who lectured last evening in Carroll Hall.

Sister Marie Augustine Neal, S.N.D., a professor of theology at Emmanuel College in Boston, believes that there are many people simply do not have the money to buy food, although supplies are plentiful. She believes that past attempts to solve the world hunger problem have been two-fold: first, to kill people, and second, to reduce the food supply. The rationale given for this theory is that there is no technical solution to the shortage of food and other resources, and that people fear not having enough food.

Neal feels that this is not the correct approach to the problem, however. She said that as Christians, we are responsible for feeding those people who desperately need food. Additionally, she claims that giving clothing, food, and shelter to the poor constitutes repentance; thus, depriving people of these items is sinful, therefore, Neal believes that following the Gospel is the solution to the hunger problem.

Neal is the author of two books, "A Sociological Theory of Letting Go" and "Values and Interests in Social Change." Last night's lecture was the third in the "Christians and Justice" series which is being sponsored by the College.

Prof. Estroff talks about mentally ill

"Making it Crazy," Sociocultural Factors in Deinstitutionalization of the Mentally Ill will be the subject of a public lecture this Monday by Prof. Sue E. Estroff, Ph.D., from the School of Medicine at the University of North Carolina. The lecture will begin at 4:00 in the Hayes/Healy Auditorium.

...Results

continues from page 1

could not vote because of a shortage of bullets. "We probably know Monday what we're going to do," he said. "I'd be surprised if we changed anything." It could have gone either way, "said Hockett of the junior class runoff. "After as close as it was Tuesday, I wasn't sure. We started soon. "I guess what we'll do it, we're not going to be afraid to find someone who will," Broussard's ticket won in 14 dorms on their way to winning by nearly 20 percent. They swept all 64 freshman votes in Pangborn Hall.

"Bob McNamara was our main man there, he lives there," said Broussard of his secretary. "I just went around and talked to the guys," said McNamara. "They were really supportive."

"I was really surprised," said Broussard of his large victory margin. "I was really nervous. It looked like it was going to be close at the beginning."

Broussard's vice president and treasurer are Sue Baker and John Zufelt.

San Francisco

Anti-British protestors criticize Queen, Reagan

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Thousands of protesters gathered in Golden Gate Park waving anti-British signs and a 10-foot effigy of John Bregen before a gala state dinner in honor of Queen Elizabeth II last night.

A ragged half-mile-long column of demonstrators, waving Irish flags and signs protesting Britain's presence in Northern Ireland and emblazoned with such mottos as "Reagan Seals From The Poor and Gives To The Rich," paraded near the site of the event.

The queen appeared amused at the most of the entertainment, smiling as performers from Beach Blanket Babylon, a popular local revue, paraded across the stage in huge hats decorated with miniature buildings. About 3,000 guests were invited.

After the 25-minute musical interlude, the queen received the key to the city from Mayor Dianne Feinstein, then reconvened her journey, heading south into Silicon Valley, named for its computer chip industry, for lunch at Stanford University with its president, Donald Kennedy and 90 guests, and a visit to the high-tech Hewlett-Packard Co.
In Costa Rica

Pope prays, seeks end to hostilities

SAN JOSE, Costa Rica (AP) — Pope John Paul II made a whirlwind visit to his Central American乡土 yesterday, praying for peace before 1 million people, telling them to overcome hate and violence, promote the dignity of man and tears away the oppression.

He also visited a hospital for retarded and seriously injured children and gave a boost to the International Court of Human Rights.

Looking unshackled yet fatigued, the white-clad pontiff on the first full day of his eight-day, eight-country visit praised democratic revolution-free Costa Rica as a shining example of harmony in this turbulent part of the world.

"I know the climate of work and peace which distinguishes you, beloved children of Costa Rica," the pope said in Spanish as he celebrated Mass in La Sabana Park for a million people, many of whom spent the night there waiting for him.

He exhorted the Costa Ricans to remember those less fortunate, to "work for peace and flight for the elimination of injustice. You must stay out of politics and calling on yesterday, praying for peace before 1 million people, telling them to overcome hate and violence, promote the dignity of man and tears away the oppression.

He also visited a hospital for retarded and seriously injured children and gave a boost to the International Court of Human Rights.

Looking unshackled yet fatigued, the white-clad pontiff on the first full day of his eight-day, eight-country visit praised democratic revolution-free Costa Rica as a shining example of harmony in this turbulent part of the world.

"I know the climate of work and peace which distinguishes you, beloved children of Costa Rica," the pope said in Spanish as he celebrated Mass in La Sabana Park for a million people, many of whom spent the night there waiting for him.

He exhorted the Costa Ricans to remember those less fortunate, to "work for peace and fight for the elimination of injustice. You must

Social security reform

Civil service reforms healed

WASHINGTON (AP) — With the Social Security rescue plan sailing through Congress, federal workers' unions appear headed for a bitter defeat in their fight to keep future civil servants from being forced to join the pension system.

In a capital accustomed to politics, arm-twisting the federal and postal workers unions have mounted a loud, costly lobbying drive that some critics think has backfired.

The unions have made some headway in opposing a separate Reagan administration plan to make drastic changes in the civil service retirement system, which the administration said would save $9.3 billion over 30 years.

Although it would not save the government any money overall, the switch would bring $9.3 billion into Social Security's ailing old age trust fund.

The $156 billion package would cut the cost of promised benefits amounting to more than a trillion dollars.

The House Post Office and Civil Service Committee has rejected President Reagan's civil service reforms and his call for a one-year freeze on workers pay and retiree benefits.

But the bipartisan Social Security Committee's $2 billion plan to base new federal workers' benefits as of Jan. 1, 1984, on appointed federal officials.

While the unions have urged the House Ways and Means Committee to vote 1-3 in favor of Reagan's plan, the Ways and Means Committee will vote 1-3 in favor of Reagan's plan on Wednesday, forcing all new federal workers hired as of Jan. 1, 1984, into appointed federal officials.

The unions have made some headway in opposing a separate Reagan administration plan to make drastic changes in the civil service retirement system, which the administration said would save $9.3 billion over 30 years.

Although it would not save the government any money overall, the switch would bring $9.3 billion into Social Security's ailing old age trust fund.

The $156 billion package would cut the cost of promised benefits amounting to more than a trillion dollars.

The House Post Office and Civil Service Committee has rejected President Reagan's civil service reforms and his call for a one-year freeze on workers pay and retiree benefits.

But the bipartisan Social Security Committee's $2 billion plan to base new federal workers' benefits as of Jan. 1, 1984, on appointed federal officials.

While the unions have urged the House Ways and Means Committee to vote 1-3 in favor of Reagan's plan, the Ways and Means Committee will vote 1-3 in favor of Reagan's plan on Wednesday, forcing all new federal workers hired as of Jan. 1, 1984, into appointed federal officials.

Although it would not save the government any money overall, the switch would bring $9.3 billion into Social Security's ailing old age trust fund.
**Rolling Stones death contract revealed**

WASHINGTON (AP) — Hell’s Angels have an “open contract” against the Rolling Stones, a Los Angeles mob boss testified yesterday.

“Anyone involved only as ‘Butch’ told the Senate Judiciary Committee that the verdetta dates back to the slaying of a spectator at the Stones concert in Altamont. Cali., in 1969 but was captured in the film of the concert called Gimme Shelter.

A jury identified only as “Butch” told the committee that the stones’ concert in Altamont, in the house and blow everybody up, the gang said yesterday.

The British rock group, a former reporter yesterday.

Tamirated with dioxin, and similar chapters in the United States and 18 staying, the witness said. “He stalked the Rolling Stones ‘did not back off’ from the courageous band is an obsession with the Angels, who are believed by law enforcement officials to have between 500-michigan is unique,” said Matthew Zabik said the specific dioxin detected was 2.3,7,8-TCDD, the chemical.

There is no reason to believe the poison is likely present in the rivers in a lower level than in the fish, where it tends to concentrate. Zabik said.

Dioxin was found in the St. Joseph, Kalamazoo, White, Grand, Huron, St. Clair, Chippewa, Pine, Tittabawassee, and Saginaw rivers, according to Zabik. He cautioned that dioxin was found in only some fish, at specific places in the river and at the level tested for. Other stretches of the same type of stream show contamination, while other rivers which are not so contaminated have dioxin as yet undetected.

Rivers in the northern part of the state appeared to be clean, he said. The study found dioxin levels ranging from 17 parts per trillion to 56 parts per trillion in 90 fish samples from the rivers over the past two years. The average was about 200 parts per trillion, and half of the fish samples showed no dioxin, Zabik said.

The dioxin levels found in Michigan carp and sucker were “about a 1,000 times less” than that found in the soil of Times Beach.

**Like other crimes**

Suicide rising for Indiana jail inmates

EVANSTON, Ill. (AP) — At least 14 southern Indiana jail inmates have committed suicide or tried to since Jan. 8, but a jail physician says episodes are like other crimes and can come in bunches for no apparent reason.

“We have a number of inmates who have attempted suicide,” said Dennis Wetchman, a University of Evansville criminal justice professor who has interviewed inmates who have attempted suicide.

“The general public says there’s no reason for them ever to kill themselves,” said Dennis Wetchman, a University of Evansville criminal justice professor who has interviewed inmates who have attempted suicide.

“Can’t you monitor them 24 hours a day?” lawmakers who commit suicide frequently do so because of the embarrassment and humiliation they feel after being arrested, Wetchman said, adding that suicide is more likely in a county jail than a prison.

People who have reached a state penitentiary usually have adjusted to their incarceration.

“Suicide is that type of thing,” Wetchman said. “I don’t think suicide is that type of thing.”

The suicides began Jan. 8, when 25-year-old Billy Robb hanged himself from a light fixture in the Posey County Jail. Then on Feb. 3, Paul Walker, 50, cut his throat with a razor. Posey County Sheriff Carl Dick said the incident was an attempted suicide and said Walker required 50 stitches at Wellton Hospital.

On Feb. 5, Chad Sharp, 15, of Illinois hanged himself in his cell at the Daviess County Jail. That was followed by the suicide of Stanley L. Torpen, 26, of Dolan, in the Daviess County Jail on Feb. 22.

**Ninety fish samples**

Dioxin found in Michigan rivers

EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP) — Federal and state investigators have comted dioxin, and similar pollution may exist in the water ways of other heavily industrialized areas around the nation, researchers reported yesterday.

Dioxin, one of the most toxic substances known to man, was the chemical that last month spurred a federal order to buy out the community of Times Beach, where the material had been sprayed on local streets.

There is no reason to believe Michigan is unique,” said Matthew Zabik, associate professor of Michigan State University’s Pesticide Research Center, where the study was conducted.

He said dioxin might be present in soil near industrial areas, too, although he said it would be harder to detect.

Zabik also has the reputation of being a real-estate agent in Michigan, and is a member of the Michigan State University’s Pesticide Research Center, where the study was conducted.

He said dioxin might be present in soil near industrial areas, too, although he said it would be harder to detect.

E. Harold Humphrey, the state health department’s Division of Environmental Epidemiology, said preliminary data “would indicate that if testing were done anywhere in the industrial areas of the United States you could possibly find the same kind of thing”

“Several cases of dioxin poisoning were identified in the study, but none were found in the soil samples, according to Zabik.

The dioxin levels found in Michigan carp and sucker were “about a 1,000 times less” than that found in the soil of Times Beach.

**Risk plays at Tommorrow**

Due to the cancellation of the Falcon’s normal the Chicago-based band will be playing in Steen Center tomorrow night from 11:50 p.m. The concert is free and open to all students.

**Come hear some of the BEST sounds around at: THE NAZZ! Musical Competition**

Friday, March 4, 1983 — 6:00PM

**In THE NAZZ!**

Come & Enjoy ND’s Finest Musical Talent

Restaurant and lounge

Open Sunday to serve your favorite cocktails with live entertainment and dancing starting at 8 PM Sunday
Blackout paralyzes financial district

BOSTON (AP) — New England's financial hub was virtually paralyzed for a second straight day yesterday because a flash fire in a manhole stopped electricity to downtown buildings with federal high-rise banks and businesses.

Thousands of workers at brokerage houses, mutual funds, law firms and banks, including the Federal Reserve Bank's regional headquarters, were given the day off.

Meanwhile, 100 utility workers stretched power cables above rooftops and around the raised manhole yesterday, trying to restore the power that was cut off Wednesday afternoon when the underground fire near Post Office Square cut several power cables.

Yesterday morning, knots of office workers stood hopelessly across the locked doors of the financial office buildings, hoping someone would let them in, nodded Bob Ganger, an actor for the Massachusetts Alcohol and Accident Prevention Bureau.

At the twin office story apartment buildings of Harbor Towers, manager Paul Mortin shook his head and shrugged, when asked on the 22nd floor pleaded for someone to walk his dog.

"If I didn't promise..." said Mayor Michael Dukakis. "The blacked out area covered several dozen blocks from Boston Common to the waterfront of the North End. In all, 6,500 Boston Edison customers were without power, 2,000 of them were large commercial businesses.

The cause of the manhole fire had not been determined yesterday. By 9:30 a.m. about 30 extra patrols were sent to the darkened neighborhoods Wednesday night. No looting or other special problems were reported.

At the Meriden Hotel, Genius breakfasted yesterday on cold croissants, fruit and cereal.

"There's no hot water. And with a cold shower this morning, some people were very upset. I seemed to blame me personally," said Roger Cene. Boston's Federal Reserve Bank hotel took 25 percent off the $110 room rate. This and other downtown businesses continued essential services using their own emergency generators and skeleton staff.

Also blacked out were South Station, the terminal where commuter trains to Boston's southern suburbs and Amtrak overnight services, the New England Aquarium, the federal courthouse and the Quincy Market complex of shops and restaurants.

Lava flow destroys two homes

KALAPANA, Hawaii (AP) — A "hot minor" pecking its way through the up Northeast big Island is forcing thousands to evacuate as it threatens others in a heavily forested area of Hawaii Island dotted with small towns. The lava flow, now five miles long, 30 feet high and 100 yards wide, has forced rail cars to Brazilian sent homes. 3,500 people were out of their homes.

In all, 6,500 Boston Edison customers were without power, 2,000 of them were large commercial businesses.

The cause of the manhole fire had not been determined yesterday. By 9:30 a.m. about 30 extra patrols were sent to the darkened neighborhoods Wednesday night. No looting or other special problems were reported.

At the Meriden Hotel, Genius breakfasted yesterday on cold croissants, fruit and cereal.

"There's no hot water. And with a cold shower this morning, some people were very upset. I seemed to blame me personally," said Roger Cene. Boston's Federal Reserve Bank hotel took 25 percent off the $110 room rate. This and other downtown businesses continued essential services using their own emergency generators and skeleton staff.

Also blacked out were South Station, the terminal where commuter trains to Boston's southern suburbs and Amtrak overnight services, the New England Aquarium, the federal courthouse and the Quincy Market complex of shops and restaurants...

Lava flow destroys two homes

KALAPANA, Hawaii (AP) — A "hot minor" pecking its way through the up Northeast big Island is forcing thousands to evacuate as it threatens others in a heavily forested area of Hawaii Island dotted with small towns. The lava flow, now five miles long, 30 feet high and 100 yards wide, has forced rail cars to Brazilian sent homes. 3,500 people were out of their homes.

The cause of the manhole fire had not been determined yesterday. By 9:30 a.m. about 30 extra patrols were sent to the darkened neighborhoods Wednesday night. No looting or other special problems were reported.

At the Meriden Hotel, Genius breakfasted yesterday on cold croissants, fruit and cereal.

"There's no hot water. And with a cold shower this morning, some people were very upset. I seemed to blame me personally," said Roger Cene. Boston's Federal Reserve Bank hotel took 25 percent off the $110 room rate. This and other downtown businesses continued essential services using their own emergency generators and skeleton staff.

Also blacked out were South Station, the terminal where commuter trains to Boston's southern suburbs and Amtrak overnight services, the New England Aquarium, the federal courthouse and the Quincy Market complex of shops and restaurants.
A very dignified funeral

The deadline for admission to the University is coming up. Many of the letters you have been receiving (I've spent the last two summers as a grad student) are of the type that would come to you in the mail. (I've spent the last two summers as a grad student) so believe me I've seen a lot of them.) In any case you haven't figured it out by now, I'm speaking of the last home hockey game. The team went out in style, partly because of their $8.3 victory over Illinois-Chicago, but mostly because of the character of the team and its members.

Randy Fahn
Friday Analysis

Originally I had planned to dip my pen in red and turn this editorial into a better description of how the administration had broken the legs of the hockey program and then sent it as Latin. The idea would look like a mercy killing. Unfortunately, it is difficult to investigate the reason behind any thing the University does, besides, it is a little too late for anything to happen. It suffices to say that it appears to be a deliberate action on the part of the highest level University autocrats. I do have one question to ask Father Joyce: If your main reason for killing the program was to cut expenses, then why is next year's budget for the club hockey team identical to the present budget for this year's junior hockey team? except for scholarships I have a bunch that we'll see the reason for the breakdown of the hockey program when we see where these same scholarships surface next year.

At first glance, itself, it was sad and sentimental like it would be for any death, but this was not the case. The team were very proud of pride. It came to an end at Notre Dame and many turned out to see the final curtain fall. The team showed the competitive spirit, unity, and class that are Notre Dame ideals and one of the University's traditions of excellence. Before the final game of the season, the players rolled out a red carpet on the ice (as they do every season for their parents). It was a bittersweet moment when the band played with the flags, and this is when the hockey players continued to embody the traits of loyalty and fairness that the ad-

P. O. Box Q

Dear Editor:
The Lenten season is a penitential period during which we recall and relive the pas-
sion and death of Jesus Christ. Imagine my chagrin and disappointment in finding that, at the height of Lent, all of the symbols of Christ's passion and death had been removed from the Holy Cross Chapel. Gone were the Cross which we had carried, and dramatized the step-by-step process of trial and condemnation, scourging and torture, and finally death. Gone also was the chapel crucifix depicting the redemption act of Good Friday. Replacing the traditional and sacred symbols is a disappointing wall hang-
ing. Behind the altar, in place of a crucifix, is a free form ink covered sheet which looks like a Rorschach test.

It is beyond me what our campus ministry hopes to achieve with this large dose of culture shock. I cannot believe that this is what the Catholic students really want to stimulate the spirituality of their environment. How much more substitution of the vulgar and profane for the sacred? The students should be given a larger voice in the quality of liturgi-
cal celebration!

Erra P. Diamond

Editor's Note: The appearance of letters to the editor is subjective to the daily staffing of the editorial page. Letters should be under 250 words and address specific issues. They must be typed, and contain address, telephone number and signature of the author. Initials and pseudonyms may not be acceptable. Reproductions, carbon copies, or letters addressed to persons other than the editor are not acceptable. All letters are subject to editing.
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A message at 2 a.m.

I began high school wanting to be a Baptist preacher. I wanted to memorize the New Testament from cover to cover; and as a born again Christian, spend the rest of my life bringing salvation to Jesus Christ Jesus as their Lord and Savior. “If you look to your lib is the confession, Jesus is Lord,” and in your heart the faith that God raised him from the dead, then you will find salvation. For the faith that leads to righteousness is in the heart, and the confession that leads to salvation is on the lips.” This is what the Word of God, according to St. Paul, tells us to do; this is the message the evangelist preach. It is the way to the Father that the Bible points out. “Keep your eyes on my Son and God says.” In him, I am well pleased.”

The Catholic faith is a complicated bureaucracy compared to the simple declaration of faith in Jesus that leads to salvation. Catholics get involved in a lot of “works” keeping Lent, attending Mass, receiving the sacraments, lighting candles, burning incense.

Dear Robert Griffin

Letters to a lonely god

marking the cemeteries; taking the Pope’s claims seriously — that lose sight of Jesus. The Bible should be a lamp unto a Christian’s feet. Catholics, busy with their useless liturgics, neglect the Bible, which is the only message God wrote to man, the only place where men can read God’s plan, and it is open to the mind and will of the Creator. This, at least, is the opinion of the preachers and evangelists that I watch on television. The Catholic Church with its man-made rules and its unbiblical rituals, gets in the way of salvation. The Catholic Church, because it is a likeness to Christians, is the invention of Satan, the prince of darkness, the father of lies.

In this the message that comes through at two o’clock in the morning, when Jimmy Swaggart: the preacher I wish I might be if I were a Baptist, gives the word. He sings his bible, open on his hand straight bent hand, through the air, and I am impressed with his authority as a prophet. I believe in Jimmy Swaggart as a sincere man of God. I am ashamed I cannot present Jesus as excitingly as he does. The priests know how to try to preach like born again evangelists, and Jesus sound gimmicky. The Lord does not shine through their words; only the personality of the priest trying to sound like Jesus comes through. It worries me that evangelists seem more favored with power than priests do.

Moreover, on this Catholic campus, letters get written to the newspaper. A teacher complains of the brainwashing from prelates that keeps Catholics from thinking for themselves. It doesn’t seem worthwhile arguing with him that we are a church with traditions. A student makes an attempt at defending abortion, and you wonder how often the message gets through that a serious commitment to Jesus involves an openness to life.

As a Catholic priest, I’ve figured out my faith; it’s more sophistica ted, I think, than the faith of a fundamentalist Baptist preacher. Notre Dame — it sometimes seems to me at two o’ — could be a spiritual powerhouse if we were truly evangelized. Instead, our Catholic faith just seems to be from being abnormally vicious, as we start criticisms at another one.

I’d be grateful for even one of Jimmy Swaggart’s conversations telling me after Sunday Mass: “You’ve made me see Jesus. I accept Him as Lord.” As a priest belonging to this place, I’d like to hear that students are touched, more than lips just to respect faith. In the good things they do, I’d like to be sure they are keeping their eyes on God’s Son.

Would it embarrass you to tell me if you are on your way to salva tion?

Rev. Robert Griffin

SHOWCASE
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The Ghost in W

Toni Rutherford

features

Anyone who has spent a year on the Notre Dame or Saint Mary’s campuses has heard of the ghost who inhabits Washington Hall. No, don’t look at me like that. You know, Washington Hall — the creepy looking building next to the administration offices? I know you’ve heard of it! Okay, if you insist, I’ll tell you about both the building and the ghost.

Washington Hall is a large building of pseudo-Gothic Victorian (does that make any sense at all?) design. It was built in 1881, by Willoughby J. Edbrooke. The building actually consists of two buildings; one an octagonal stage and theater, the second the North wing which contains offices and classrooms. It was primarily designed for music, with large practice rooms and an acoustical plan that provided the clarity necessary for musical recitals.

Washington once also served as the general assembly hall for the university. Weekly films were held there, along with lectures and special programs. Eventually the student body grew too large to be consumed in Washington, and the theater department moved in.

In 1956 the theater was renovated for the department. New seats were installed, and the windows were blacked out to prevent light leakage during daytime performances. The original murals on the walls of the theater were also covered to restrict light reflection. Presently the theater has limited use due to deterioration. More renovations are planned for the near future.

With the blacked out windows and glistening the haunted atmosphere, what would be more natural than to have a ghost, right?

Actually, the first ghost sighting I could find record of occurred in 1920, before the renovations took place. At that time student professors used the building as a dungeon. They and students from adjacent dorms reported trumpets blowing at midnight. They even saw a ghostly figure on horseback riding up the stairs of the hall. Those living in the building even reported the sound of papers being shoved under their door, but no paper appeared!

After these sightings the ghost disappeared (from record) until 1946, when stories once again started. This time reports were of footsteps on the roof, slamming doors on windless days, and, of course, an actual sighting. Perhaps in keeping with the times, the ghost left his horse in greater pastures because he was not described as a figure in a bowler hat.

Many people have claimed to have experienced the ghost since then. Most claim that it is a friendly presence. Father Garrick, rector of Keenan Hall, told me that he had what might be an encounter with Washington’s ghost. He was a member of the student’s group in the 60’s and was spending the night in what is now called the “black box,” a room in the back of the roof of the North wing which painted totally black on the inside. He said that he was awakened by the feeling that someone else was in the room. He looked around, but saw nothing but the moonlight shining on the big windows. When he shut his eyes again, however, he saw a tall figure, about 10 feet tall, standing hunched over with his hands on his knees, by the window. The image appeared in the outlines seen on the back of the credos after looking at light. He is still not sure if it was real presence, or just a trick of the imagination.

Garrick does believe in the ghost! He explains it as the theater ghost. Theater ghosts are controversial of the theater. They choose theaters because of the wide spaces and the opportunity to observe the productions. He warns that they are hard to please, and ours will surely leave if the hall is ever changed from a theater to strictly classrooms. This seems logical.
you want to haunt a classroom?

Other ghostly experiences have included toilets flushing, footsteps on the stairs, and even footsteps where there are no floors! Fred Syburg, a professor of the theater department, told me that the only possibly supernatural experience he has had could be explained by the settlement of the building. He told me that of ten leaves his keys in the door of his office, and they have occasionally started swinging with no apparent reason.

The only consistency the ghost has shown is the fact that it appears only to a single person. Even in the twenties, one roommate would experience the nightly noises, while the other would sleep peacefully on.

In my unending quest for information, I agreed to spend the night in the loft of Washington. However, after listening to the stories people told, people were not sure about the friendly nature of the ghost. I began to question my sanity. My editor decided to stick to his guns, and refused to listen to my pleas. He even went back one evening at around 10 p.m. and stayed in the loft (yes, the loft) until 2 a.m. I still saw nothing. Perhaps the ghost has taken a vacation, or maybe he just didn’t like me. I don’t know for sure, but it seems to me that there are too many stories that have been around for too long, to totally discount the presence of such a being.

Where there is a ghost, there must be a person to be doing the haunting, right? Wrong, according to a theory offered by someone who was in the theater group with Garrick. This theory, related to me by Garrick, is that the spirit is excess energy. When an actor goes on stage, he exudes energy to become the character he portrays. Garrick suggested that this released energy builds up and becomes the typical theater ghost.

Another explanation has suggested that it is the ghost of a steeplespaker who fell from the loft while working on it in 1800.

Also offered has been the theory that it is the ghost of George Gip — yes, the famous Gipper. He is supposed to have lived on the upper floors of the hall. Legend has it that the night before he caught his fatal illness, he slept on the steps outside of Washington Hall.

These are the older explanations. More recently, it has been suggested that it is the ghost of a student who fell while working on lighting equipment.

But none of these explanations offer a reason for a figure on home makeup. I suppose we will never know for sure who (if anyone) haunts Washington Hall.

B

Between now and next Friday, the days become longer and the nights become shorter. The spring acts will "play" the mythical college professor’s handbook, one paper or test must be scheduled for the week before break or students will take the planned academic rest for granted and begin their vac in on Wednesday or Thursday (or even earlier!) The Friday before the Friday before break is here and the shadow of what lies before the next break looms. The guiding light of the Administration Building and Mary’s watchful eye grows larger. Although it may seem like the shadow of death, there is light at the beginning and end of the tunnel. Before all sleep is cast aside in favor of the ever popular all nighter, there are a few things to do to relax those taxed academic minds before you are taxed to their utmost.

*THEATRE*

"And they are heading into their 200th hour folks. Can you believe that? Look em, folks. Look at the determination on those faces! Will they make it? That’s the question — will they make it?" In Marathon 33, June Havoc deals with that issue as faced by her main character, Jane, and the marathons of the 1980’s. Marathon 33 caps of the traditional dramatic productions of the Notre Dame Saint Mary’s Theatre, with the less known dramatic form, reader’s theater, taking the stage later in the semester to close out the season. Marathon 33 is one of the more ambitious productions in recent memory, including a company of dancers who demonstrate what goes on at a typical marathon. This production depends on the audience for its most effective. Before going off to dance a little on your own in Chautauqua, stop by Washington Hall at 8 p.m. tonight or tomorrow evening and find out what dancing was like then. Tickets are $2.50 for students, faculty, and staff.

*MUSIC*

Unless you are a member of one of the campus choirs, choral music in performance is rarely heard here. That rare occasion to hear the music of a visiting choir occurs this evening when the Valparaiso University Concert Choir will present an evening of music in Sacred Heart Church. The concert begins at 8:30 p.m. and admission is free.

On Sunday, Edgar Muenzer, violinist, will present a concert of sonatas by Beethoven, Aaron Copland, and Edward Greg at 8 p.m. in the Annenberg Auditorium. Muenzer studied under Robert Alexanian, Edward Haines, and William Kroll, and has played with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and the Chicago Symphony String Quartet. He is a faculty member at Northwestern University’s music school. Muenzer will be accompanied by William Letty, a faculty member and former chairman of the Notre Dame music department. The recital is free of charge.

*NOTES*

Circus of Deceit, directed by Volker Schlondorff, is tonight’s presentation in the Friday Night Film Series. This German film looks at the tragedies of war as depicted in civil war torn Berlin. The action of the film is viewed through the eyes of a journalist, played by Bruno Ganz, who gazes at the rubble and sees the confusion of a war as which everyone is a victim. The film is free refreshments and door prizes.

*MUSIC*

On Sunday, Edgar Muenzer, violinist, will present a concert of sonatas by Beethoven, Aaron Copland, and Edward Greg at 8 p.m. in the Annenberg Auditorium. Muenzer studied under Robert Alexanian, Edward Haines, and William Kroll, and has played with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and the Chicago Symphony String Quartet. He is a faculty member at Northwestern University’s music school. Muenzer will be accompanied by William Letty, a faculty member and former chairman of the Notre Dame music department. The recital is free of charge.

*CHAUTAUQUA*

When something is good, it catches on. That is exactly what has happened with the Chance To Dance in Chautauqua. This weekend’s edition is sponsored by the senior class of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s. With numbers by Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, and Bing Crosby, it is a night of music, fun, and dancing.

In addition to the dancing, there will be a chance to see the shows in the Engineering Auditorium and tonight tomorrow night at 7 and 10 p.m. Sharf and Christie are supported on their performances by Alcine Guiness and Rod Steiger. Admission is $1.

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra presents a free concert featuring a number of well known guest artists. The concert begins at 8 p.m. and admission is free.

The Eighties Music Cafe will be playing throughout the day at Washington Hall.

*MUSIC*

Chautauqua Music Bash is a midnight bash at the end of the week. The free bash is to begin at 9:30 p.m. and end at 2 a.m. Seventeen of the best campus music acts will participate. Steve Wimmer, William Trushl, Mark Loshch, and Bello Stomtes, "Noize", David Proctor, Jim Bostomante and many more. Tomorrow night will be "Winner’s Night" at The Chautauqua Music Cafe. Free refreshments will be served and all nighters will be "charged" in the next morning's paper! The bash will end at 2 a.m. and admission is free.

*NEWS*

The ultimate in Chautauqua events takes place this weekend. The two events, the "Bingo" Night and the "Bingo" Night, will be held on Friday and Saturday. The "Bingo" Night will be held at Washington Hall and admission is free.
LIZ reward!! Liz x6825

LOST: woman's gold Timex watch; in or nearLEY 315. Thanks.

LOST: Ladies gold watch at the bars reports, terms papers, etc.), NEAT, ACP 8830 De area for spring break. Please call Matt m.f. at 8921 or leave message for Dave. Thank you.

For the return or whereabouts of HP-11C - F, 11:30-12:30 LaFortune Basement. Saul Bellow's THE VICTIM, Rosemary at 6858 or Kelly at 6715

LOST in C-D line of North 1 blue ND returning on either the 18th or the 19th of destination for break. For info: 233-6495

Brian Boulaic, Notre Dame's assistant head football coach, has been named assistant athletic director in an Athletic Department shakeup announced yesterday. Joe Brien and Roger Davidson have been named associate athletic directors. Col John J. Stephens, associate athletic director since 1975, has stepped down from that post, effective July 1. - The Observer

ON THE RUN

Top FMS: Volkswagen cab, body over 12,000 lbs, license number 264-PBQ. 1980 Ford F-700. Look for mudflap or damage to fender. For info call 433-5731.

1980 Yamahopper MC. Table, Bookcase, Desk, Mattress, Bicycle, call 277-8677.

1977 Mitsubishi Galant. 33,000 miles, Automatic. X1743. Call Dave at 6931.

FOR SALE

Tomorrow night the senior class will be conducting the last-ever fundraising concert. This will be the last time you can purchase your tickets at the student activities office in the LaFortune Basement. The Ring! Apply for Student Admission Prices. Check with your friend who is a senior. Love who else but nonsenior Chug.

Lynn, and Janice lead the Irish women to victory. Denise, Debby, Shari, Theresa, Jenny, Carl and Mary help us celebrate. Be there or be a rhombus Wednesday 7:30 PM vs THE HOOSIERS.

Sundays are for New Yorkers, Mondays are for Americans. Hesh and Linda Welcome to Notre Dame. AND CO-ED 5PM. LET'S TAKE NOTE: Tonight we will see the last game of the regular season with the completion of your senior commitments. Systemate them.

The Ring!! It's our favorite ROTC's birthday. It will be no contest! What are we waiting for? It's time to watch the Irish Women get the job done.

1980 Ford LTD. 2 BRM poss 3 AVAIL IMMED. Furn 2 BRM poss 3 AVAIL IMMED. (319) 322-8735 Patty.

TICKETS

ATLANTA: Atlanta vs Notre Dame in2-1983 at the Dome. Call Dave at 6931.

FLORIDA: 1980 Ford LTD. 2 BRM poss 3 AVAIL IMMED. Furn 2 BRM poss 3 AVAIL IMMED. (319) 322-8735 Patty.

LOST: Ring!! It's our favorite ROTC's birthday. It will be no contest! What are we waiting for? It's time to watch the Irish Women get the job done.

LOST: Katia's little silver cross. If anyone finds it please call 872-1245.

LOST: My keys to the car and to my dorm room. Someone stole my book as I was eating dinner in the dining hall. Please return to me as soon as possible at 8921, or leave message at 8123.

LOST: 2-D. DON'T SIT UNDER IT. Please return to me as soon as possible. Call 829-0598.

LOST: Gold coins worn on a chain. Tuesday, March 8, 1983. Someone spilled my book across the floor in the dining hall. Please return to me as soon as possible. Call 8123.

LOST: Small canvas bag. Tuesday, March 8, 1983. Someone spilled my book across the floor in the dining hall. Please return to me as soon as possible. Call 8123.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

KAPLAN MCT books to sale on 7/20.

TICKETS

NEED 1 4 PLUS FOR CAYTON GAME CALL 7524703.

NEED 2 DAVIN THEODUS 268-3351.

NEED TO SELL OLD VINTAGE AREA FOR SPRING BREAK. WILL SHIP. Please Call Dave at 8647.

CALL 8921 FOR SPRING BREAK BUS ROUND TRIP FROM NEW YORK TO WASHINGTON DC.

ATLANTA: Atlanta vs Notre Dame in 1983 at the Dome. Call Dave at 6931.


3) Youse shall not stay up late. Seniors!! Don't mess with the seniors. They need their beauty rest.

4) Am not a sixth commandment. Someone stole my book as I was eating dinner in the dining hall. Please return to me as soon as possible at 8921, or leave message at 8123.

IF YOU ARE AT OR ARE PLANNING TO COME TO THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHAMPAIGN-URBANA, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS ON SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1983 FROM 10 AM-5:30 PM, OR AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS ON THURSDAY, MARCH 17, 1983 FROM 10 AM-4:30 PM, AND AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS ON TUESDAY, MARCH 22, 1983 FROM 10 AM-4:30 PM, PLEASE CALL 217-333-6432 OR CALL 217-333-6433.

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday through Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. However, classifieds to appear in the next issue must be received by 3 p.m. Business days only. To order, call 217-333-6432.

The Irish swimmers continue their stand in the Midwest Invitational swim meet in Chicago. The Midwest began yesterday and concludes tomorrow on the campus of the University of Illinois at Chicago. - The Observer

The 1983 Notre Dame Lacrosse Team plays Northwestern in a swim meet in this facility. The swimmer, which will be played under game conditions, marks the squad's final warmup before its third year of varsity competition. Festival will be at 12:30 at U.S. Steel Center, 1240 Main Street, Chicago. - The Observer

See SPORTS BRIEFS, page 13
Arkansas is 2-2, both losers coming to Houston and 1-2 in the conference.

It was the first time that two SWC schools ranked in the top five in the nation ever met.

Arkansas beat the Razorbacks with a three-point play in the second half.

Indiana held 20th-ranked Purdue to six points for the Cougars while Micah Young scored 14 and Clyde Drexler 13.

Indiana won 84-65, extending its winning streak at a record 19-0.

Indiana, which entered the game with an eight-game winning streak and a 22-13 game-winning streak at Assembly arena, led twice in the game, at 2-0 and 9-8 midway through the first half. From then on, it was all Houston as Anders hit six free throws to pull the Razorbacks within 5-8, 11-10 and 15-14.

Anders hit six free throws to pull the Razorbacks within 3-5, 8-10 and 18-20.

Indiana beat the Cougars with a three-point play and John Snively put in a 20-point game, allowing no players to reach double figures.

Indiana had 14, 10 of which in the second half.

Michigan State guard Scott Skiles scored 25 points to lead the Spartans to a 79-67 victory over Minnesota in Big Ten basketball last night.

The victory boosted Michigan State's record to 12-11 overall and 7-8 in the Big Ten. Minnesota fell to 11-12 and 7-9.

The Spartans came back from a first-half deficit and took the lead midway through the second half.

Michigan State held the ball at the 31-second mark before Northwestern's free throw by Ron Stelter was blocked.

Spartan coach Jud Heathcote couldn't believe the officials' call.

Yes, send me information about the Capuchin Franciscans a religious fraternity of men trying to live the Gospel in the spirit of Francis of Assisi in today's world.

Chances for business, club, special events, promotion, literature, etc. - N

*Custom Screen Printed T-shirts, sweatshirts, award packets & caps

Discounts on quantities

Live for God and His People as a... Capuchin a what?

Capuchin Franciscans are a religious fraternity of men trying to live the Gospel in the spirit of Francis of Assisi in today's world.

Check out whether being a Capuchin, committed to living for God and his people, in the spirit of Francis of Assisi, is for you. No obligation. Write today for more information.

Capuchin Franciscans are a religious fraternity of men trying to live the Gospel in the spirit of Francis of Assisi in today's world.

Check out whether being a Capuchin, committed to living for God and his people, in the spirit of Francis of Assisi, is for you. No obligation. Write today for more information.

Capuchin Franciscans are a religious fraternity of men trying to live the Gospel in the spirit of Francis of Assisi in today's world.

Check out whether being a Capuchin, committed to living for God and his people, in the spirit of Francis of Assisi, is for you. No obligation. Write today for more information.

Capuchin Franciscans are a religious fraternity of men trying to live the Gospel in the spirit of Francis of Assisi in today's world.

Check out whether being a Capuchin, committed to living for God and his people, in the spirit of Francis of Assisi, is for you. No obligation. Write today for more information.

Capuchin Franciscans are a religious fraternity of men trying to live the Gospel in the spirit of Francis of Assisi in today's world.

Check out whether being a Capuchin, committed to living for God and his people, in the spirit of Francis of Assisi, is for you. No obligation. Write today for more information.

Capuchin Franciscans are a religious fraternity of men trying to live the Gospel in the spirit of Francis of Assisi in today's world.

Check out whether being a Capuchin, committed to living for God and his people, in the spirit of Francis of Assisi, is for you. No obligation. Write today for more information.
USFL moves in
Irish comment on Herschel move
By STEVEN LABATE
Sports Writer
Two schools of thought concerning Herschel Walker's decision to turn professional and thus forego his senior season at the University of Georgia have emerged in football circles. One view holds that the Walker case is an exception and it will not set off a wild dash among college football players for the big money of the professional ranks. The other stance contends that Herschel's jump to the New Jersey Generals of the United States Football League is the beginning of a trend which will see several young college grid stars a year follow his path to the pros.

Who's right?
Currently, it is too difficult too determine, but there is virtually unanimous agreement among football insiders that Herschel Walker did what was best for Herschel Walker under the circumstances.

"If you're 20 or 21," says Notre Dame head coach Gerry Faust, "and that kind of money is being thrown at you, it's tough not to take it. I can understand what he did."

"On the other hand, I think that there has to be some kind of restraint. I like to see a young man get an opportunity to get his degree. And when you draft or sign a person before he has his four years of schooling, then he doesn't have the opportunity to graduate."

Irish tailback Greg Bell and Rodney Morris recognize that a running back's career can end suddenly with one tackle. For this reason, both men respect Walker's decision to turn pro.

"He has great ability," commented Morris, "and for him and for them (the university, the signifying) it was a good move. I think it was a unique experience. He made a wise decision for himself."

The reason you go to college is to get security for your future, said Bell. "That's what the man did.

In spite of the sternness, collegiate coaches and administrators across the country are in a quandary. They believe that the Walker case will create a domino effect - as soon as the first player signs, many will follow suit quickly after him.

Bell remarked, "I see it affecting a lot of people. This is going to start a trend."

However, others are inclined to believe that this case will be the exception rather than the rule among college football players.

"I don't foresee it hurting college football," commented Morris. "It was a unique case and I think most people realize it."

Morris bases his beliefs on the fact that the Canadian Football League, has been unable to lure gridiron stars away from their college campuses despite their hardnosed program. However, it should be noted that the situation involving the new USFL is quite different from the one that existed north of the border.

Through television revenue from the major networks and cable, the USFL will be able to offer more lucrative contracts than their northern rivals. Also differing the geographical locations of the two leagues must count for something. Naturally, the league is the beginning of a gridiron stars a year follow his path to the pros.

Herschel Walker's breakaway to the United States Football League has prompted much concern on college campuses across the country. Walker, whose New Jersey Generals travel to Los Angeles for the Express in the league's inaugural weekend Saturday at Midnight 2 lot with ad.

"I want to sit down with the league first and see what they're going to do," said Faust, before I can get a judgment on the issue. I don't know what's going to happen, but I don't want to do anything. I want to know the facts before I make any statements."

"I want to sit down with the league first and see what they're going to do," said Faust, before I can get a judgment on the issue. I don't know what's going to happen, but I don't want to do anything. I want to know the facts before I make any statements."

My view will be that of the first: "I want to sit down with the league first and see what they're going to do," said Faust, before I can get a judgment on the issue. I don't know what's going to happen, but I don't want to do anything. I want to know the facts before I make any statements."

In a sense, the whole football nation is waiting as well to see how well the new kids on the block will fair. If the USFL is a success, it could change the structure of college football in the years to come.

The Notre Dame Student Union needs enthusiastic, hardworking, & talented people to assume next year's leadership roles....

Pick up applications at the N.D., Student Union's secretary's desk.

QUESTIONS? Call Margaret at 239-7757

Deadline for applications is March 11.

College of Science presents... TAKE A PROF. TO LUNCH

MARCH 7 - 11

Students, this is your chance to invite your favorite professor or TA to lunch in the South Dining Hall.

Please register at least one day in advance at the Dean's Office, College of Science.
A new Notre Dame team that returns home, however. After the loss to Tech, any hopes of a post-season tournament seemed like pipe dreams. However, four consecutive wins on the road has given the team something to shoot for. D'Antoni is confident that her team has the tools to beat their guests this weekend.

"Our inside game is on the upswing," she says, "and Trena Keys and Laura Dougherty and their outside shooting can help us out a great deal this weekend."

The tipoff for Sunday's game will be 2 p.m.
Comment Chapman spurs Irish on

By ED DOMANSKY

Sports Writer

When Brent Chapman came to Notre Dame last year as a freshman, he just hoped to earn a starting position in the Irish lineup. Well, he did that — playing regularly in all 36 games scoring 12 goals and collecting 15 assists for 30 points. This total led all freshman scorers and was good enough for 11th place on the overall team scoring list.

"You always feel that you could have done more," said the Toronto native. "I felt that I was satisfied with last year."

Looking toward his sophomore season, Chapman set his goals a bit higher.

"I felt that I wanted to get 30 goals," he said. "That might have been a little ambitious, but I came kind of close."

In fact, Chapman came very close as he scored 27 goals and added 24 assists for 51 points as the regular season concluded. That put him in firm command of second place on the team scoring list and just nine points behind teammate leader Kirk Bjork, who has 60 points on 28 goals and 32 assists. Fellow linesman John Higgins is third with 37 points.

"He's so fast that he's doing most of the defensive work for us; and Kirt is a lot of help to me," says Chapman. "Brent is a fantastic offensive player and a very good hockey player. I'm just sorry that he's not going to continue to be in Division I hockey."

With the University's decision to drop hockey as a varsity sport, Chapman had to make a decision regarding his future, and despite offers from Providence, Wisconsin and several CCHA schools he decided to stay at Notre Dame and pursue his education.

"It was a tough decision, says Chapman, "but the business-finance major." "It just came down to the fact that I don't have any aspirations for professional hockey, and after looking into several schools, I couldn't find one that could compete academically. I just couldn't justify sacrificing a Notre Dame degree for two years of hockey."

Coach Lenzy Smith realizes that it was not an easy decision for Chapman and praises him for his final choice.

"He had scholarship offers from four other schools," says Smith, "and for a kid to go out and make the decision that he's made, with his love for the game, really impresses me; it shows me that he is very mature and is able to sort out his priorities. It's a great asset to him as he goes through life."

When Chapman thinks of the situation which made his decision necessary, he has several comments.

"When it was first announced, I had expected to be cut," he said. "I knew the day Fr. Joyce was talking that he was going to cancel the hockey program, and I just seemed to take it in stride. Now, however, it has really hit me because things are almost over, and I'm starting to feel a little bitter about it."

One positive aspect of the University's decision is seen in the unity it has strengthened among the players.

"It has brought us a lot closer," says Chapman. "We realize that we're not going to be playing with most of the guys any more, and we definitely have something to show: we're not going to lie down and quit. It's our last chance to do something. There's really no tomorrow for us."

As the final season winds down and the team prepares for the playoffs, Chapman looks back on two of his most memorable events from the past two years.

"I'll never forget last year's GLI when we took the Invitational Tournament," he says. "Winning the championship in front of 20,000 people and being on national TV, was really spectacular."

"It just sort of stands out the most though was very recent in fact it was after last weekend's final home game against Illinois-Chicago.

"Skating around the rink with our sticks in the air and everybody standing up, showing us how they felt, was a real emotional time. It had to bring a tear to your eye."

The Irish will be riding that emotional high as they travel to Bowling Green to take on the first-place Falcons.

"When we played them at the beginning of the year, they were a better team and they knew it," says Chapman. "After beating them, I feel that we've definitely have respect from before."

Before the season got under way, aside from setting personal goals, Chapman also set a team goal to win the CCHA. Looking ahead to the weekend, he says, "We had to make the playoffs and now we're there. We're in the last spot, but anybody can win from here on - we're on our last chance to do it."

Outlook

Michigan State (4)

No. 2

Joe Louis Arena
Detroit, Mich.
Sunday, March 12

Central Michigan (4)

Michigan (4)

No. 3

Joe Louis Arena
Detroit, Mich.
Saturday, March 11

Ohio State (5)

No. 4

Joe Louis Arena
Detroit, Mich.
Saturday, March 11

Miami (6)

No. 5

Joe Louis Arena
Detroit, Mich.
Saturday, March 11

NOTRE DAME (8)

No. 1

Joe Louis Arena
Detroit, Mich.
Saturday, March 11


Brent Chapman winds up last weekend's Irish home hockey finale. Notre Dame's late-season run earned it a playoff spot and the Irish are keeping their hot hockey of the year going into the weekend's series with Bowling Green. Chapman's performance down the stretch has boosted ND's stock, as "Chops" has pumped in 16 points in the last six games. Ed Domansky profiles the sắp immediate.

continued from page 16 and 52 points. He is joined on the Falcons' first line by John Tamasi (25 goals and 27 assists for 52 points) and Peter Wason (20-26-46). When the Irish upset Bowling Green three weeks ago, Hills recorded just two assists each weekend. All four of his goals came after last weekend's final home game against Illinois-Chicago.

"When we played them at the beginning of the year, they were a better team and they knew it," says Chapman. "After beating them, I feel that we've definitely have respect from before."

Before the season got under way, aside from setting personal goals, Chapman also set a team goal to win the CCHA. Looking ahead to the weekend, he says, "We had to make the playoffs and now we're there. We're in the last spot, but anybody can win from here on - we're on our last chance to do it."

"When we played them at the beginning of the year, they were a better team and they knew it," says Chapman. "After beating them, I feel that we've definitely have respect from before."

Before the season got under way, aside from setting personal goals, Chapman also set a team goal to win the CCHA. Looking ahead to the weekend, he says, "We had to make the playoffs and now we're there. We're in the last spot, but anybody can win from here on - we're on our last chance to do it."

Outlook

Michigan State (4)

No. 2

Joe Louis Arena
Detroit, Mich.
Sunday, March 12

Central Michigan (4)

Michigan (4)

No. 3

Joe Louis Arena
Detroit, Mich.
Saturday, March 11

Ohio State (5)

No. 4

Joe Louis Arena
Detroit, Mich.
Saturday, March 11

Miami (6)

No. 5

Joe Louis Arena
Detroit, Mich.
Saturday, March 11

NOTRE DAME (8)

No. 1

Joe Louis Arena
Detroit, Mich.
Saturday, March 11

THE road to Detroit

Bowling Green (1)

No. 1

Joe Louis Arena
Detroit, Mich.
Saturday, March 11

CCHA CHAMPION

Michigan Tech (4)

No. 4

Sheboygan Ice Arena
Hartland, Mich.
March 5-6

Northern Michigan (5)

No. 5

Sheboygan Ice Arena
Hartland, Mich.
March 5-6

Michigan State (2)

No. 3

CCHA CHAMPION

Mass Ice Arena
Lansing, Mich.
March 5-6

Ferris State (7)

No. 1

CCLI Ice Arena
Columbus, Ohio
March 1-2

Ohio State (5)

No. 2

CCLI Ice Arena
Columbus, Ohio
March 1-2

Miami (6)

No. 3

CCLI Ice Arena
Columbus, Ohio
March 1-2

Note: --- After the first four regular season series which played the four regular season series which played this year, the series will be re-ranked 1 through 4 (according to their regular season record), with No. 1 playing No. 4 and No. 2 playing No. 3. Therefore, the winner of the Notre Dame-Bowling Green series will not necessarily play the winner of the Michigan Tech-Northern Michigan series, as the graph might indicate.
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The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 (200) to
2 Oval
3 Santa
4 Minneola
5 Lily plant
6 David the
7 Mouse's
8 Italian
9 Surface
10 — a dixie
11 Ludicrous
12 Of a fast
13 Wisconsin
14 Arrange
15 Hot
16 Nip
17 Slippery
18 Italian
19 Cut off
20 Latin abbrev.
21 — Life Is
22 Anyway
23 African
24 Italian
25 Blasting
26 Take to
27 Tired
28 One
29 Latin abbrev.
30 — a hominid
31 Nut
32 Bone savvy
33 Cut off
34 Latin abbrev.
35 Cut off
36 Latin abbrev.
37 — Life Is
38 Italian
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The Far Side

Senior Bar

Be sure to make it out for the Friday Nite Special

Friday, March 4 — 9:30 — 1:30
Chautauque LaFortune Ballroom
Doors Prises & Refreshments
NO - SMCID REQUIRED!
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Men's basketball

Varner sparks Irish romp over Hall

By WILL HARE
Sports Writer

No, it was not a 'true' blood, seat-squeaking cliffhanger, but at least it was a victory.

Bill Varner scored 18 points and grabbed 11 rebounds while John Passion added 16 as Notre Dame mauled Seton Hall 59-40 last night in the ACC. The win boosts the Irish record to 17-6, with just two regular season games remaining. Notre Dame hosts midwest independent Dayton in a crucial game Monday and then closes the season against North Carolina.

Entering the contest, Notre Dame ranked the fifth best team in the nation in scoring defense and again played like it. The visiting Pirates were utterly confused on offense in the first half, shooting a staggering 26 percent and scoring a measly 11 points compared to Notre Dame's 33.

Seton Hall, concluding their regular season with a 9-22 slate under first year coach F.J. Carlisimo, now moves on to the Big East Conference Tournament to be played March 9-12 in New York. A defeated Carlisimo called the performance "very embarrassing."

"We had a total breakdown in the first half," added Carlisimo. "We played like a bunch of freshmen and (we) lost at home, but I don't think tonight was indicative of our play."

"We didn't get ready for Notre Dame's defense."""

Notre Dame nearly broke the ACC record for fewest points allowed in a game but a late Pirate basket red the mark of 46 points set by Lafayette earlier this season.

The Irish led 23-11 with 4:45 remaining in the first half when they pulled away for good. Varner scored on successive layups including an off balance layup on which he was fouled.

Tough inside play by Tim

Bookstore XII nears; teams sign up Sunday

By RICH O'CONNOR
Associate Bookstore Commissioner

When it's 60 degrees in March at Notre Dame, there is only one conclusion that can be reached. Someone on the Bookstore Basketball staff placed their order for good weather this early.

Every so often our order gets lost in the mail — like last year, when we put seven inches of snow on the opening round. But play went on and Maintenance had the courtyard blown the next day — before they plowed the staff lot at Stearns Bookstore late April.

Hoping to eclipse last year's total of 454 participating teams — which made Bookstore XI the largest single-elimination basketball tournament in the world — the executive committee will hold registration for this year's classic in the Great Hall of O'Shag from 3:30 p.m. on Sunday. Enter via the main door which face the South Quad. The tournament is open to all graduate and undergraduate faculty, staff of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. To register, someone must bring their team's name to O'Shag on Sunday with a registration fee of $4 per team. The names of any varsity football players and the number of team members planning to attend the Senior Formal.

In 1972, when Fritz Hofer dreamed up the idea for this extravaganza, no one ever thought it would become this popular. The original version ran by Vince Meconi had 35 teams — and registration went for days just to fill that.

Since then, the tournament has grown almost exponentially. By Bookstore XI, there were 53 teams — and promos like Sports Illustrated featurized the tournament, and the Local from cover behind the bookstore. Two years ago, the In Your Face Basketball Broads — a rating guide of playground basketball in the United States — included Notre Dame, with a warning to look out for the madness.

This year's staff — Commissionaire Dave Dredziel, Assistant Commissionaire Ann Hanson on the South Quad Louise Madd working on the North Quad, Special Assistant to the Commissionaire Skip Desjardin, Publicity Commissioner Ryan Ver Berkmoes, Assistant Commissioner Tim Healy, the referees and myself — are looking forward to making this the best tournament ever — because there has been some confusion regarding the rules this year.

See BOOKSTORE, page 15

Dayton game key to post-season

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

The countdown is two. There remain just a pair of games left in the Notre Dame women's basketball team's regular season. The outcome of these games — against Dayton on Sunday and Indiana on Wednesday — will determine whether the season will last beyond next week.

A pair of Notre Dame wins will virtually ensure the team a place in the Women's NIT at Amarillo, Texas, and just may land it in the NCAA Tournament which begins during break. A loss would, most likely, send the players home for break.

If each game means so much, it is understandable that Coach Mary Delanoy is taking the Dayton Flyers one at a time. Right now, she has a lot on her mind — namely, the Dayton Flyers.

"They are a Top Division II team with Division I players. And they've always had a tradition of being real strong defensively and overwhelmingly Division I schedule. They are never a team to be underestimated with as a Division I team," Delanoy said.

This year's Dayton team has rebounded well from a dismal 10-17 record last year, its first losing season in years. The experience seems to have helped and the return of four starters did not hurt either.

Still, the first thing that one notices about this Flyers squad is a newcomer, freshman Theresa Yiu from Eastern Iowa.

"She has used her height to an advantage as she has averaged 13.6 points and 8 rebounds a game. Nevertheless, Delanoy feels that her team, whose tallest player is 6-1, should be able to keep the freshman off the boards."

"Shari (Marvey) and Carrie (Bates) should be able to handle her," Delanoy said, "but they...

See FLYERS, page 15

For icers, one more dance — the CCHA playoffs

By JANE HEALEY
Sports Writer

BOWLING GREEN, Ohio — The question on the mind of hockey fans at Notre Dame is "Can the Irish do it again?"

Notre Dame arrives here today to take on Bowling Green, the CCHA's regular-season champion, in the first round of the league playoffs.

Bowling Green came to the ACC three short weeks ago confident of defeating an Irish team that had adeptly handled earlier in the year. But, Notre Dame improved and matured since then and surprised the Falcons, tagging them with a 4-3 tie and a 5-4 defeat.

Nationally fourth-ranked Bowling Green will keep that weekend in mind, as well as last year's first playoff game. The Irish upset the Falcons, 8-5, in that contest.

Coach Lefty Smith is aware that these memories will be fresh in the minds of his collection.

"We are going to run into a fired up Bowling Green team," he said. "We are playing a fine team — a team that beat us badly earlier and we can't forget that."

Smith is also concerned about the emotional state of his own team.

"How many times can we go to the well psychologically?" he asked. "You wonder when we will get to the point when the emotion won't be there."

Notre Dame has been riding a wave of high spot ever since the decision to downgrade the hockey program was made. That emotion has provided the Irish with strong motivation to win and keep playing.

They have a 7-2-1 record since the Athletic Department's announcement.

Captain Mark Doman isn't as concerned as Smith about the upkeep of the team's morale.

"I think that everyone is really pumped," Doman said. "We've found out in the last five weeks what it takes to win and what style of play is successful."

The improvement is centered around four areas essential to a victory against Bowling Green.

"We must be strong on our forechecking," Smith said. "They (Falcons) have that excellent scoring ability."

"Smith is again to the powerful Bowling Green offense that has scored 200 goals in 52 games. All-American Brian Hills leads the Falcon corps, and the CCHA with 36 goals this season.

See OUTLOOK, page 14